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Arctic Adventures: Tilman Style

Bill Tilman was undoubtedly one of the hard men of his age. How he
and the young Bruce Reid carried 15 days' food, including 16 tins of

pemmican and six tins of lifeboat biscuits, all their camping and climbing
gear of 1960s vintage, on foot, in soft snow, to make their 53-mile north
south traverse across mountainous Bylot Island, I do not know. We wanted
to emulate their example, but on skis. First, though, we had to get there.

This was our third expedition to the Arctic. In 1998 after sailing across
the Atlantic in my 33-foot sloop we had made 11 first ascents of peaks and
routes on the Akutiarusinguaq peninsular at the northern end of Uummanaq
fjord, and two new ice routes near Upernavik. In 2000 my international
team had put up the fust route ever on the 1000m big wall of Sandersons
Hope near Upernavik, stepping off the boat onto the rockface to start the
route. And now in 2001, we were back. Following an horrendous two and
a half days' walk-in carrying all the gear over terminal and lateral moraines
and glaciers, we made a further seven first ascents of mainly 2000m
plus summits on the edge of the ice cap at the northern end of
Akuliarusinguaq. Then, after a change of some of the crew, we prepared
for Bylot Island, just north of Baffin.

Setting out from Upernavik we had to sail and motor a long way north to
skirt the Middle Pack, a band of pack ice that stays obstinately in the middle
of Baffin Bay, sometimes for the whole summer. After rounding the top of
this at 75°30'N we sailed south-west again, before being stopped by pack
ice 30 miles short of Bylot Island. We were forced to drift up and down
with the tidal currents for two nights and a day waiting, and then having at
last reached Bylot Island were suddenly beset by pack ice moving in very
fast one morning as we lay at anchor. But eventually we were able to make
our way round to Cape Liverpool on the north-east coast where Tilman
had started his traverse in 1963. The plan was now for Polly Murray, of
Scottish Everest fame, and Tash Wright to pioneer a new north-south
traverse across the island, whilst Peter Maxwell and I repeated Tilman's
traverse. Hopefully both parties would climb some virgin peaks on the way.
Ti1man and Bruce Reid had been unable to do this owing to taxing soft
snow conditions on the glaciers, forcing them to do double carries for the
first eight days.

Polly and Tash started first from a point a little west of Cape Liverpool,
and Brian went with them acting as a porter to help with the heavy load
carrying across the initial tundra to the first glacier. Unfortunately he got
lost on the way back in the featureless country and with a less than reliable
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73. Bob Shepton fording a glacial stream on the 'Tilman traverse' of Bylot Island.
(Peter Maxwelf)
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compass so close to the Magnetic Pole. This caused us some anxiety until
his bedraggled figure arrived at the beach some 20 hours later. He claimed
to have been passed by a polar bear at lOOm, but we knew he was halluci
nating by then. Brian's exhaustion, meant that 'Maxi' and I were left to
carry our heavy sacks without aid the nine kilometres across the feature
less tundra, starting from the boat, a little to the east of Cape Liverpool,
and passing, it must be admitted, some big fresh polar bear tracks in some
mud as we went. Having pitched our tent by a glacial river at the foot of the
terminal moraine we prepared for the real thing on the morrow.

As soon as we reached the glacier we took the weight of the skis, boots
and skins off our backs and put them on our feet. We skinned up the initial
steep slope of the glacier but when the angle eased we tied our sacks down
onto our 'sleds' - really glorified childrens' toboggans - and ran haul lines
from these through stiff plastic tubing taken from the boat to give rigidity.
What a relief! From a hard, grinding backpacking slog, skinning and pulling
the sleds along behind us with the weight of the rucksacks on the sleds
became a pleasant rhythmic motion. The sun was shining, and we, and the
girls somewhere, were the only people in the whole of this primeval, remote,
pristine, glacial land.

We skinned quite a way up this first glacier and then just put the tent up
where we fancied, on a bit of flattish glacier by a glacial stream. It was
discouraging next morning when we reached the col to find there was no
snow on the other, southern side. It meant carrying skis, rucksacks and
sleds on our backs again as we made our way down a rough scree slope to
the next glacier. However, the next col gave us panoramic views of the
interior of Bylot Island with its scenic mountains, and from here we could
ski downhill, the stiff plastic sleeves preventing the sleds from overtaking
us and clipping our heels. We digressed a little from Tilman's route up a
small glacial glen and pitched our tent ready for our first peak next morning.

The ice wall facing us was tempting, but we had only brought one axe
each and very little gear so we chose an obvious way of no real technical
difficulty. We skied up to a saddle and then, leaving our skis, scrambled up
a broken rocky ridge to snow slopes and a pleasant narrow snow ridge in
the mist leading to the summit. At least the peaks here were well defined
and this one was in fact marked as a spot height (l435m) on the map. On
our return, we struck camp, clipped onto our sleds and skied on down to
the huge glacier at the bottom.

Here we were introduced to the chief difficulty of the whole traverse.
Running longitudinally down this huge glacier, and sometimes laterally,
were fast-flowing glacial streams which we were unable to step across. When
we were unable to find a snow bridge within a reasonable diversion, we
had to invent a fairly elaborate technique to ford them. We would throw
skis and poles across and then one of us would jump, roped, across the
stream plunging our two axes into the far bank to avoid slipping back into
the icy torrent. The other then transferred the rope onto one of the sleds



74. The brief arctic night on Bylot Island. (Bob Shepron)

75. Peter Maxwellleaps a glacial stream with ice axe at the ready. (Bob Shepton)
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which we manhandled and pulled quickly across. And so with the other
sled, before the last man himself jumped across having been thrown the
two axes. It was effective, though Maxi was not pleased to slip back into
the icy stream on a couple of occasions, fortunately held by the rope. It all
took time and slowed us considerably. Perhaps I am only making excuses.
Tilman and Bruce Reid had taken 15 days for their traverse, on foot, in soft
snow; we still took 10 days on skis with dry glaciers. But we did divert to
climb some virgin peaks along the way.

That 'night' we camped beside a pleasant blue lagoon of melt-water in
the middle of the huge glacier, and next morning veered slightly from
Tilman's route again to go over a more convenient col and with our eyes on
some peaks. Here we discovered another difficulty. Our sleds were fine
when going up or down, remaining more or less in the fall line behind us,
but when we had to traverse to get round or over deep crevasses on the
steep upward slope, the sleds skidded below us, tipping over in the process.
Now the stiff plastic tubes were a disadvantage and added to the difficulty
of getting the sleds sorted and the right way up again. Weary and frustrated,
we camped at the top of the col; but it did mean we could skin up the snow
slope on the side of the ridge and take in two more unclimbed peaks, having
a great, if short ski back down to the tent in the evening sun.

Another nasty walk next morning down the snowless rubble slope on the
other side of the col carrying all the gear on our backs led us to the next
glacier system. And so we continued on for the next three days, skinning
up the gradually rising glaciers and taking in some peaks on the way, leaving
the sleds below. None of these required technical climbing apart from some
step cutting - we had stupidly left our crampons with the sleds in our over
confidence - and some rock scrambling, and some we could do on skis.
None had been climbed before. The last of these peaks was the most
intriguing, and at 1724 metres it was also the highest. (There are no 2000m
peaks on Bylot Island.) We skied up over crevasses - I remember thinking,
if I see another summit heavily guarded by crevasses I will scream - and at
the top found a rock nunatak sticking up out of the snow as the highest
point. We scrambled up this and built a cairn on the top as usual to mark
its ascent, in case any other misguided people ever came this way.

We were now, at last, at the watershed of the island. Collecting the sleds,
we continued on down what was really the beginning of the final, Sermilik,
glacier to pitch our tent by a lateral glacial crack with water in it: But if we
thought it was all over, we were wrong. A pleasant ski down next morning,
eating up the miles after all that slow skinning up, brought us to a big
southerly bend in the Sermilik glacier and we could see the sea in the far
distance at last. For a while we continued to make good progress in the
sun, even though occasionally we had to put skins back on when the glacier
flattened out or even went up for a while. But before long we found ourselves
embroiled in a heavily crevassed area with a lot of uneven ground, and the
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sleds back to capsizing. It was particularly frustrating as Maxi's stayed
upright more than mine. After a while I chose a reasonably flat place by
some flowing water in the middle of the crevasse system and we pitched
the tent for supper and sleep, in spite of creaking and crashing from the
crevasses.

Nor was it much easier the next day. We got out of the crevasse system
quite soon but the glacier continued with a broken, corrugated surface and
was generally difficult to ski. Neither was it all downhill. Maxi who had
been steadily repairing his elderly skins throughout the trip, was reduced
finally to using just one and then gave up altogether, skating where he could
on his skis, or walking. At least as we neared the end we could see the boat,
which had been sailed round the east coast of Bylot Island to Pond Inlet by
Brian and Pat Duchart, heading towards us to investigate. We were not
going to have to make smoke signals, as Tilman did, to try and attract his
crew's attention over in Pond Inlet settlement, unsuccessfully as it turned
out. Polly and Tash rowed the dinghy ashore to meet us on the moraine
beach at the end of the glacier, an'd it was hugs and kisses all round to
celebrate our mutual success.

And what of the girls? Again it had not all been plain sailing. At the start
they were unable to get onto their intended glacier because of an impassable
river flowing from its snout and a steep ice cliff, so they were forced to take
a smaller glacier more to the east. This led them up onto Tilman's route for
a few kilometres before they could branch off westwards again to complete
a new traverse. Unfortunately, having miscalculated the amount of our
special lightweight food from First Choice that they would need to carry,
they were too hungry to climb any peaks. On the last morning, having to
wait a further two days on the beach owing to rough seas, they had one
small cube of chocolate to divide between them for breakfast. However,
they had made a longer and faster traverse of only eight days, mainly skating
on their telemark skis rather than skinning.

We enjoyed tremendous hospitality from one of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police couples in Pond Inlet, before sailing back across a
completely ice-free Baffin Bay to Greenland. Having made our way down
its long west coast, we endured yet another stormy Atlantic crossing. Perhaps
you have to pay for the joys of making first ascents of peaks in unspoilt
lands.

Summary: An account of a repeat of Bill Tilman and Bruce Reid's 1963
north-south traverse across Bylot Island, by the Rev Bob Shepton and Peter
Maxwell in 2001, with diversions for modest first ascents.
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